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The special section in this English-language issue of 
Atlantisch Perspectief binds together several transatlan-
tic security issues in one theme: Trump’s Transatlantic 
Turbulence. Trump rages like a storm through Washington. 
Everyone who predicted Trump would ‘normalize’ and start 
acting ‘presidential’, if after a learning period, has been 
proven wrong. His presidency is unlike any other. Many 
departments in his administration suffer from high-profile 
vacancies, intentionally or not. Everyday a new surprise 
might pop up in the news cycle. Besides causing domestic 
turmoil, Trump’s policies and style affect foreign affairs. 
Still, it is important to keep examining the facts and 
events, and try to distill an analysis out of them. That is 
what this issue does.

Drawing on the recent NATO mini-summit in Brussels, the 
first one attended by President Trump, renowned expert of 
transatlantic relations Stanley Sloan (Atlantic Council of 
the United States) kicks off by reflecting on the summit’s 
preparations and Trumps ambiguous record on NATO since 
the election campaign. Tony van der Togt (Clingendael 
Institute) addresses the dark cloud lingering over Trump’s 
administration: Russia. He focusses on NATO-Russia rela-
tions and explores European alternatives when confronted 
with a lack of US leadership. Marianne van Leeuwen 
(University of Amsterdam) tackles one of the issues used 
by Trump to lambast the Atlantic alliance: (counter)
terrorism. What are the concerns regarding an increased 
counterterrorism effort by NATO? Finally, Sten Rynning 
(University of Southern Denmark) zooms in on NATO’s 

deterrence posture: how can NATO anticipate innovative 
military developments in the US?

A side effect of Trump’s presidency is a reinvigorated 
momentum in the European Union to do more for its own 
defense. Paul van Hooft (European University Institute) 
discusses the future of European defense integration, which 
comes in various forms. Although these projects may not 
contribute to a sound European ‘grand strategy’, they do fill 
in some gaps in much needed capabilities.
One domain in the current security environment deserves 
special attention. With hacking as a core issue during and 
following the US elections, cyber security demands new ap-
proaches. Rutger van Marissing (Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs) describes developments in Dutch ‘cyber diplomacy’ 
and the necessary responses to coercive cyber operations.

To sum up: in today’s news cycle, much may have changed 
already between the writing of this text and the printing 
and delivering of this issue to the readers. While the Trump 
storm rages on, Atlantisch Perspectief continues to provide 
in-depth analyses concerning transatlantic security. 

Maarten Katsman

14 June 2016

Would you like to react? 
Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.

Trump’s Transatlantic 
Turbulence

Editorial
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Prior to Trump’s departure from the United States, his new 
national security advisor, the well-respected General H.R. 
McMaster who had replaced discredited Trump nominee 
retired General Michael Flynn, offered reassurance, saying 
“President Trump understands that America first does not 
mean America alone….”2

By the time Trump arrived in Brussels, internal consulta-
tions among the allies and with Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg had produced a strategy designed to please 
the American president while defending against his pos-
sible assaults on the alliance and individual allies.3 The 
strategy included limiting the time available for formal 
presentations (to avoid boring short- attention-span 
Trump) and avoiding a final “declaration” to avoid poten-
tial battles over contentious issues, like burden-sharing 
and Russia relations.

The visit to NATO headquarters began with dedication of 
displays at the entrance intended to commemorate the 
fall of the Berlin Wall and the 9/11 attacks on the United 
States — the latter being the only time that NATO’s Article 
5 has been invoked. In Trump’s remarks, after asking for a 
moment of silence for the victims of the terrorist attack in 
Manchester, England earlier in the week, and condemning 

Transatlantic 
relations in the 
wake of Trump’s 
turbulence1

terrorists, he lit into a critique of defense spending levels 
of NATO members. His burden sharing remarks did not come 
as a surprise, as they reflected his previous positions. The 
big question was whether President Trump would clarify 
his position on the American commitment to collective 
defense. According to press reports, “Mr. Trump offered a 
vague promise to ‘never forsake the friends that stood by 
our side’ in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks — a 
pledge that White House officials later said amounted to an 
affirmation of mutual defense.”4 This was hardly the ringing 
endorsement for which the European allies had hoped.

The weak affirmation of collective defense was made even 
more telling by the fact that, once again, Trump chose not 
to challenge Russia on its aggression against Ukraine and 
threats to NATO allies. He focused instead almost entirely on 
the terrorism and refugee issues. Before Trump left Brussels, 
the alliance announced that NATO, as an organization, would 
formally join the anti-ISIS coalition (all members were 
already contributing to the effort in one form or another). 
To demonstrate that they were listening to Trump’s burden 
sharing complaints, the allies agreed to develop annual na-
tional plans for how they intend to meet the 2014 defense 
investment pledge, covering cash, capabilities and contribu-
tions.5

As the date for President Donald Trump’s arrival at NATO’s new Brussels headquarters neared, 
Trump’s White House remained upside down with controversy while, in Brussels, allies worried about 
how to deal with the unpredictable yet demanding American president. The controversies swirled 
around issues of interest to NATO – charges of Trump collusion with Russia to affect the presidential 
election and a Trump dump of classified information into the laps of Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov and Russia’s reputed spymaster Ambassador to the United States, Sergey Kislyak. 

Stanley R. Sloan
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Trump’s campaign and NATO

Trump’s inaugural NATO meeting came against a backdrop 
featuring his skepticism about the alliance and his relative ig-
norance about how it functions. The history of Trump and NATO 
is not that long, but certainly reflects a good bit of tension.

Before surveying Trump’s contemporary record on NATO, a brief 
comparative historical note may be of interest. Throughout 
the nearly seven decades since NATO’s founding, US participa-
tion in the alliance reflected the fact that the Congress, and 
particularly the Senate, considered itself a joint manager 
with the executive branch of the “transatlantic bargain.”6 
From the very beginning, the Congressional partner regularly 
raised questions about the persistent burden-sharing issue. 
This questioning began with the initial debate in the Senate on 
whether it should give its advice and consent to the treaty. 

As the European states recovered from the devastation of 
World War II, some Senators argued that the Europeans had 
become capable of defending themselves. Montana’s Senator 
Mike Mansfield famously promoted resolutions from the mid-
1960s into the early 1970s that sought to force administra-
tions to begin withdrawing US forces from Europe. 

US administrations — Democratic and Republican — over 
the past seven decades have sought ways to contain the fi-
nancial burdens and to get the Europeans to compensate the 
United States for some of its costs. But over all these years, 
the Congress did most of the complaining while successive 
presidents of both parties urged allies to do more while 
largely defending the alliance and its costs as necessary for 
US national interests.

In this area, Trump has already reversed institutional roles 
with his burden-sharing complaints and his threats to 
abandon key commitments in the 1949 treaty. The Congress, 
in response, has largely assumed the role of NATO-defender, 
giving strong bipartisan support (the Senate voting 98-2) 
to a further expansion of the alliance to include the small 
Balkan state of Montenegro, with some members expressing 
concern about the new Russian threat to Europe, and won-
dering why President Trump was not nearly as concerned.7 
But that is another part of the story.

Trump’s first major statement on the alliance during the 
primary campaign came in an interview with The Washington 
Post in March 2016. In response to a question, Trump called 
NATO “a good thing,” and said he did not want the United 

NATO Heads of State and Government visit the new NATO headquarters in Brussels (photo: NATO)
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States to “pull out,” but then went on to suggest that the 
United States was taking virtually all the burden of respond-
ing to Russia’s aggression against Ukraine when it was US 
allies whose security was more affected. 

In some ways, Trump’s going-in position was not that dif-
ferent from Barack Obama’s complaint that there were too 
many “free riders” among American allies, or the lecture by 
Robert Gates when he was leaving his position as Secretary 
of Defense that the maldistribution of burdens in NATO 
could undermine the US commitment to the alliance. It 
could be said, therefore, that he was reflecting a broad 
American consensus that the allies should “do more.” 

The next development of the Trump position came just two 
days later, when during an interview with Bloomberg Trump 
described NATO as “obsolete.” Trump explained, “NATO was 
set up a long time ago — many, many years ago when 
things were different.” At first blush, this statement seemed 
simply to transform Trump’s burden-sharing complaint into a 
generalization that “NATO is obsolete.” However, on Twitter 
the following day, he clarified what he meant through his 
favorite political forum, tweeting “N.A.T.O is obsolete and 
must be changed to additionally focus on terrorism as 

well as some of the things it is currently focused on!” This 
suggested that his problem with NATO was not only that 
it costs the United States too much and the allies are not 
paying their “fair share,” but that NATO is also neglecting 
his top priority: fighting terrorism in general and the Islamic 
State in particular.

In June 2016, when NATO announced it was creating the 
new post of Assistant Secretary General for Intelligence, 
intended to improve coordination of intelligence assess-
ment on Russia as well as on the Middle East and terror-
ism,8 Trump claimed that the change had come in response 
to his complaints, while in fact a NATO official confirmed 
the alliance had been considering creating this post “for 
some time” before Trump’s criticism.9 When NATO Secretary 
General Jens Stoltenberg visited the White House in April 
2017, President Trump bragged that he no longer considered 
NATO obsolete because the alliance had taken his criticism 
to heart. 

On April 27, 2016, the third leg of candidate Trump’s NATO 
stool appeared almost as a logical progression following his 
charges of inadequate allied defense spending and lack of 
counter-terrorism efforts. In a major foreign policy speech 

A supercell. This article discusses transatlantic relations in the wake of Trump’s turbulence. More turmoil lies ahead  

(photo: Wikimedia Commons)
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to the Center for the National Interest, in which Trump laid 
out his “American First” theme, Trump suggested that he 
would reverse nearly seventy years of US policy toward its 
NATO treaty commitment. He declared: “The countries we 
are defending must pay for the cost of this defense, and if 
not, the US must be prepared to let these countries defend 
themselves. We have no choice.”

Trump’s statement suggested that for allies not paying their 
“fair share” of NATO expenses the United States should 
reconsider whether it would come to their defense it they 
were attacked. The 1949 North Atlantic Treaty — NATO’s 
founding document — does not specify exactly what each 
ally will contribute to the alliance. But alliance members 
have all pledged (in Article 5 of the treaty) that they will 
regard an attack on any ally as an attack on themselves. 
This “mutual defense commitment” has been invoked only 
once: when the NATO allies agreed to come to regard the 
9/11 attacks on the United States as an attack on all of 
them, and offered assistance to their North American ally.

No US administration, Republican or Democratic, has ever 
called NATO’s mutual defense commitment into question. 
After Trump won the presidency, allies worried that if 
President Trump were to make this part of his administra-
tion’s foreign policy, it would almost certainly force them to 
decide what they would need to do to account for a much 
less reliable American ally. 

‘Pay what you owe’?

The allies interpreted Trump’s nomination of retired General 
James Mattis as Secretary of Defense as a possible sign 
of a return to orthodoxy. On his inaugural visit to NATO 
headquarters, Secretary Mattis delivered a hybrid model of 
Trump’s NATO policy. Mattis essentially said that the allies 
must increase defense spending and that failure to do so 
could have consequences. At a Brussels press conference on 
15 February, Mattis said “America will meet its responsibili-
ties, but if your nations do not want to see America moder-
ate its commitment to the alliance, each of your capitals 
needs to show its support for our common defense.”

Prior to the Mattis Brussels visit, Trump had met with British 
Prime Minister Theresa May. The two appeared to hit it off, 
and May even said that “Mr Trump had given strong backing 
to Nato, an alliance that the president has previously called 
obsolete.”10 Candidate Trump had supported the UK’s depar-
ture from the European Union, which had been supported 
narrowly in a popular referendum in the UK in June 2016, and 
May was now intent on carrying that mandate. 

The same could not be said of the circumstances surround-
ing Trump’s first meeting with German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel. As the leader of the EU’s political and economic 
powerhouse, Merkel also represented one of the leading 
“free riders” on American defense efforts. Trump declared in 
the concluding press conference: “I reiterated to Chancellor 
Merkel my strong support for NATO as well as the need 
for our NATO allies to pay their fair share for the cost of 

defense. Many na-
tions owe vast sums 
of money from past 
years, and it is very 
unfair to the United 
States. These nations 
must pay what they 
owe.”11 

The suggestion that 
Germany and other 
allies owed past dues 
to the alliance, or 

even to the United States, reflected once again Trump’s lack 
of understanding of how NATO works, or even for what the 
alliance stands. 

Finally, Trump’s attitude toward NATO cannot be divorced 
from his peculiar perspective on Russia and its president, 
Vladimir Putin. Trump has studiously avoided critiquing 
either Russia or President Putin. That fact, combined with 
the on-going investigations of links between the Trump 
campaign and Russia’s clandestine efforts to influence the 
outcome of the US elections in Trump’s favor, has cast a 
continuing cloud over Trump’s approach to NATO. How can 
allies put their trust in an American president who seems 
conflicted about one of the most important threats to many 
NATO nations and to Western interests and values more 
generally?

Learning tour?

With the summit in the rearview mirror, more turmoil lies 
ahead, for the alliance as well as for President Trump. 
The most important consequence of the summit and the 
G-7 meeting that followed was the reaction of German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel to her interactions with Trump. 
In a campaign appearance after the meetings, Merkel said 
“the days when Europe could rely on others was over to a 
certain extent. This is what I have experienced in the last 
few days.”12 Merkel’s comment, made in the context of the 
British exit from the EU, Trump’s demands on NATO, and his 
calling German automakers “very bad” suggested that Trump 

For decades, 

Congress did most 

of the complaining 

about the alliance’s 

costs
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had handed Vladimir Putin an important victory in his cam-
paign to split the Western alliance.

Trump’s participation in NATO’s “mini-summit” may eventu-
ally be interpreted as an important way station on his learn-
ing tour of NATO issues. But it remains to be seen whether 
the president wants to learn anything that would conflict 
with his well-established bias and, if he does, whether he 
will make a good 
student. The bad news 
for Atlanticists is that 
his management of 
the alliance could last 
a full four, or even 
eight, years. He could 
over time do a lot of 
damage to the trust 
and mutual confidence 
that make that rela-
tionship work. 

While many Americans share Trump’s view that the burden 
sharing relationship with all allies — including those in Asia 
— should be “fairer” to the United States, the good news 
is that a substantial majority of Americans (and Europeans) 
believe that the transatlantic alliance remains in their coun-
try’s interest.13 

If this popular support holds up, it will create pressure on 
the Trump administration to hue more closely to traditional 

lines in its alliance policies. It will also provide a foundation 
on which the transatlantic relationship could be rebuilt in 
the wake of the Trump disruption. 

Stanley R. Sloan is a Non-resident Senior Fellow 
at the Atlantic Council of the United States and a 
Visiting Scholar in Political Science at Middlebury 
College. His most recent book is Defense of the 
West: NATO, the European Union and the Transat-
lantic Bargain.

Would you like to react?  
Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.
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Moscow’s high hopes for an early deal 
squashed

After Donald Trump’s surprise election to the US Presidency, 
Russian Duma members celebrated with champagne. 
Expectations in official circles in Moscow were high and 
some pundits were already predicting a possible US-Russian 
“Grand Bargain”, including on Ukraine. An anti-terrorist coa-
lition of Russia, the US and possibly other (Western) powers 
against ISIS/Daesh in Syria also seemed to be just around 
the corner. This would somehow resemble the earlier “Re-
set” under President Obama, but this time on Russian pre-
conditions and taking the form of some “Yalta/Potsdam-2” 
arrangement: a multi-polar world with Great Powers working 
in tandem and respecting each other as equals, including 
in their respective “spheres of influence/interests”. Trump’s 
remarks on Putin’s leadership and his own image as a “deal 
maker” working on the basis of mutual (business) interests 
only strengthened Moscow’s positive views. The only Russian 
concern at the time was that Trump could be too tough on 
Russia’s new-found friend and partner China.

Half a year later, any such high hopes have been shattered. 
Washington still seems to be unable to get its political act 
together, including on NATO, as Trump’s dismal performance 

No progress in 
NATO-Russia 
relations without 
US leadership 

at the recent mini-summit in Brussels underlined. Moscow 
seems to be as surprised as Western capitals and just as un-
certain about who really calls the shots in Washington and 
what policies to expect.

Although some high-level political visits have taken place, 
including by Secretary Tillerson to Moscow and Foreign 
Minister Lavrov to Washington, no early summit between 
Presidents Trump and Putin has taken place. Furthermore, 
Trump’s first foreign tour to the Middle East and Europe has 
failed to open up any new opportunities for dialogue or 
cooperation with Russia: 

On Ukraine any talk coming out of Washington or from the 
US in the UN Security Council has toughened and the pos-
sibility of an early lifting of sanctions is off the table. There 
is no deal on Crimea and Russia remains under pressure to 
fully implement the Minsk agreements on Donbas.

The bilateral agreement on the prevention of incidents in 
Syrian airspace had been frozen by Moscow after President 
Trump ordered a cruise missile attack on a Syrian airbase 
in response to the use of chemical weapons, supposedly by 
Syrian armed forces, although informal contacts seem to 
have been restored. And President Trump’s efforts to forge a 

Tony van der Togt

This article examines the US-Russia relationship and its consequences for NATO. It also explores 
“European alternatives” to address the lack of US leadership vis-à-vis Russia.

Special Section: Analysis
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broad Arab/Sunni coalition against Iran and its allies runs 
counter to Russia’s own agenda, which is partly built on 
cooperation with Tehran.

In this context, it was interesting to note a debate organ-
ized by the Valdai Discussion Club in Moscow after the 
recent NATO mini-summit in Brussels. The main take-away 
for the Russian side was not the fact that Trump had de-
liberately refrained from referring to Article 5, but what its 
Permanent Representative to NATO, Ambassador Grushko, 
called NATO’s ongoing “identity crisis” and the continuing 
build-up of NATO military forces and infrastructure in the 
Baltic and Black Sea regions. Against this background, he 
warned against a new arms race threatening European secu-
rity, as Russia would feel obliged to react to NATO’s actions.1 

Therefore, the Pentagon’s recent increase in its budget for 
reassuring the Central and Eastern European NATO allies 
(above the amount already allotted for that purpose by the 
Obama Administration) was a more important signal to the 
Kremlin than Trump’s possible lack of commitment.2

After the recent NATO summit a number of questions have 
been raised about the future of security relations with Russia:

• What is the future for NATO-Russia relations against the 
background of continuing uncertainty in US-Russia rela-
tions?

• Could Germany (and possibly France) provide alternative 
Western leadership in improving European security and 
effectively countering terrorism in the Wider Middle East, 
if possible in dialogue and cooperation with Russia?

Future of NATO-Russia relations

Russian views on NATO have remained rather consistent. 
Even before NATO’s recent return to territorial defense in 
Europe and its reassurance of Central and Eastern European 
allies, Russian policy statements and documents depicted 
NATO enlargement and extension of US ballistic missile 
defense efforts in Europe as threatening fundamental 
Russian security interests, including in its “Near Abroad”. 
Cooperation would only be possible if Russia were consid-
ered by the US as an equal (great) power whose security 
interests are fully taken into account.3 

From a Russian perspective, the present European security 
architecture, as constructed after the end of the Cold War, is 
still dominated by a unipolar hegemon, the US, and should 
be replaced by a multipolar order and preferably a condo-
minium of great powers. The EU is not viewed by Moscow as 
a political player in this respect. Moscow prefers to speak 

directly to Washington, on which EU/NATO member states 
ultimately depend for their hard security interests.4

After the Ukraine crisis NATO-Russia cooperation with 
Russia was frozen, originally even contacts in the context 
of the NATO-Russia Council, although the NATO-Russia 
Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and 
Security was not suspended. It was not until 2016 that 
the Council started periodically meeting again, but so far 
there have been only very limited results. Military contacts 
remained completely frozen until the recent high-level US-
Russian military meeting in Baku in February 2017. Over 
time especially the prolonged absence of military-military 
contacts has been questioned, as numerous incidents have 
been reported which could easily have led to a bigger cri-
sis in the Baltic area, for example. A lack of transparency 
around military exercises on the Russian side has added to 
such fears.

However, even the relaunch of meetings of the NATO-Russia 
Council has hardly contributed to fostering new negotia-
tions on confidence and security building measures aimed 
at enhanced transparency in Central and Eastern Europe. A 
lack of transparency in Russian intentions towards the Baltic 
states and threats emanating from Moscow against closer 
cooperation between NATO and its partners Sweden and 
Finland have only made the situation worse. This is also the 
case with continued Russian efforts to militarize Kaliningrad 

in the north and an-
nexed Crimea in the 
south with the aim 
of increasing Russian 
options for Anti-
Area/Access Denial 
to possible NATO 
reinforcements in a 
crisis situation. “War 
by accident” sud-
denly becomes a real 
possibility.

In a recent report for the US Council on Foreign Relations 
Kimberly Marten pointed out a number of possible measures 
to reduce tensions between Russia and NATO, including by 
strengthening deterrence on the one hand and simultane-
ously entering into dialogue with Moscow to reassure Russia 
that its legitimate security interests will be taken into 
account.5 However, any such action would imply US leader-
ship within NATO and in a bilateral framework with Russia in 
working towards more transparency and eventually towards a 
new arms control regime in Europe. 

Special Section: Analysis

The main take-away 

of the mini-summit 

for Russia  

was NATO’s  

“identity crisis”
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Similar recommendations for future US-Russia coopera-
tion were offered in a recent report by CSIS in Washington, 
presenting as possible actions: 1) improving crisis com-
munications and transparency measures; 2) maintaining 
nuclear non-proliferation and arms control talks; 3) working 
together in the Arctic.6 But here too the US government is 
called upon to develop a comprehensive Russia strategy and 
act upon it in close cooperation with NATO Allies. So, once 
again, Washington has to take the lead.

Unfortunately, such leadership cannot currently be expected 
from a White House where every move towards Russia is 
highly scrutinized, both in Congress and by the media, as 
long as investigations into possible collusion between the 
Trump team and Russian authorities in the election and 
transition periods continue. And although the National 
Security Council now has Fiona Hill, an eminent Russia 
specialist, as director for Russian and Eurasia affairs, all the 
important top positions in the State Department still have 
to be filled, which at present is seriously hampering its role 
in foreign policy decision making. At the same time one 
could state that for the moment, not only on Russia but also 
on every other major subject, there is no real foreign policy 
strategy coming out of the Trump Administration. And as 

long as the internal infighting in Washington continues, nor 
is there any prospect of such a strategy.

Counter-terrorism and efforts to forge a broad international 
coalition against ISIS/Daesh in Iraq and Syria also now seem 
to be a highly unlikely topic for NATO-Russia cooperation, par-
ticularly after the recent inclusion of NATO as an organization 
in the US-led alliance against ISIS. Russia’s policy of uncondi-
tional support for the Assad regime and its air strikes against 
all opposition groups, including those supported by the West, 
may have turned Russia into one of the most important power 
brokers in the Middle East. But recent moves by the US to 
return to the Middle East by forging an alliance of mainly Sunni 
powers around Saudi Arabia do not enhance the potential to 
find common ground with Russia and its Middle Eastern part-
ners, including Iran. Moreover, Turkey’s present policies in Syria 
and Iraq make it more difficult to shape any common NATO 
position on Syria, which almost disqualifies this topic from any 
real discussion with Russia in the NATO-Russia Council.

In this situation, the prospects for the NATO-Russia Council 
in the near future are rather bleak and will most probably 
consist mainly of “muddling through” in the absence of US 
leadership within NATO.

 Victory Day in Kaliningrad. Russian efforts to militarize Kaliningrad in the north and annexed Crimea in the south aim  

to increase their options for Anti-Area/Access Denial to possible NATO reinforcements in a crisis situation  

(photo: Wikimedia Commons)
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A “European alternative” for security dialogue 
with Russia?

Remarks by Chancellor Merkel after the recent NATO and 
G7 summits suggested once again that the EU should take 
a stronger leading role in international affairs, as the US 
under President Trump (and the UK after Brexit) could no 
longer be fully relied upon. President Trump’s withdrawal 
from the Paris climate agreement has only strengthened 
calls for an alternative Western leadership, for which some 
experts (although certainly not everyone7) have identified 
Germany as the most important candidate. Together with 
the new French President Macron, the German Chancellor is 
promising new initiatives to strengthen European integra-
tion. In this context, German-French cooperation takes EU 
security and defense cooperation another step forward, 
as already indicated by the EU Global Strategy adopted in 
June 2016. However, a European Army (in the event acting 
autonomously from NATO) is a very remote option, if only 
for financial reasons. But could such closer EU cooperation 
in security and defense lead to new initiatives for security 
dialogue with Russia as well? 

In the present political situation this hardly seems to be a 
realistic option for a number of reasons:

• Russia’s aggressive and partly revisionist policies, which 
have caused the Ukraine crisis by questioning the post-
Cold War security order, have been continued, as have 
Russian efforts aimed at spreading disinformation and 
propaganda and targeting elections in several NATO and 
EU member states.

• In this context, Russia is looking first and foremost to 
the US for recognition of its Great Power status and views 
NATO as part of a US strategy to dominate the European 
continent. Any discussion about future European security 
architecture, confidence and security building measures 
around NATO force levels in Central and Eastern Europe, 
measures to prevent “war by accident” and arms control 
regimes will have to include the US as the main security 
provider on the Western side.

• Russia would certainly use any opportunity in the pre-
sent conflict to divide the EU and NATO, especially if it 
could drive a wedge between the EU and the US. For the 
EU this provides a strong argument against any European 
“Alleingang”, as the EU lacks the military, hard security 
options, which only NATO and the US can provide. After 
all, a resurgent and more aggressive Russia can only be 
deterred by strengthening the West’s defensive posture 
on which NATO relies. Without the US the European NATO 
members would not be able to defend their territory against 

a full-blown Russian attack. Thus the presence of American 
trip-wire forces in Eastern Europe and the US contribution 
to NATO’s deterrence and defense posture remain essential.

However, this does not imply that the EU could simply await 
the outcome of a strategic foreign policy review in the US 
and future initiatives from Washington:

• First of all, the EU should underline that as far as 
European NATO members are concerned the NATO Alliance 
remains based both on common and undivided security 
interests and on shared liberal-democratic values. Any 
notion that fundamental European security interests could 
be negotiated away in some “Grand Bargain” between 
Great Powers should be firmly rejected.

• In the context of closer EU-NATO cooperation and in line 
with the EU’s own Global Security Strategy, the EU could 
undertake efforts aimed at strengthening the resilience 
of EU member states, accession partners and Eastern 
Partnership countries, countering Russian disinformation, 
propaganda and efforts to influence internal democratic 
processes. The Western Balkans deserve special attention 
in this respect, in view of a recent surge in Russian “in-
formation operations”. A possible revival of the Eurogroup 
within NATO could also be considered.

• Keeping the EU united in its policies towards Russia would 
furthermore enhance its credibility as a partner for dialogue 
and eventually security cooperation with Russia, including 
on energy security. Here Germany can play a leading role as 
an extension of its role as the most important Western pow-
er broker in the Ukraine crisis in the “Normandy format”.

• The EU or leading member states, such as Germany, could 
test the waters for future initiatives in an OSCE context 
aimed at enhancing transparency and stability in Central/
Eastern Europe or preventing militarization of the Arctic. 
A good example is the recent Finnish initiative to prevent 
military incidents over the Baltic Sea. 

• Finally, the EU could develop stronger cooperation on 
counter-terrorism and demand stronger involvement in 
conflict settlement efforts in Syria and Libya (possibly 
linked to an enhanced European role in managing migra-
tion flows from Africa and the Wider Middle East). Testing 
the feasibility of cooperation with Russia on these issues 
could and should be undertaken, even when no leadership 
role is forthcoming from the US.

Conclusion

A strong US leadership role in relations with Russia, includ-
ing in NATO, cannot be expected as long as internal infight-
ing in Washington about any foreign policy strategy contin-
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ues. Therefore, NATO-Russia relations will most probably be 
hampered for quite some time by a lack of US leadership, 
although this should not imply any lack of initiative from 
European NATO members.

The EU or leading member states, such as Germany, cannot 
offer a realistic alternative to US leadership in hard security 
matters. Therefore, a more fundamental dialogue with Russia 
on the European security architecture — and what that 
entails in terms of arms control — and most confidence and 
security building measures will have to wait. However, the 
EU can play an important role particularly in the soft secu-
rity sphere or in economic/energy security matters, as long 
as it is able to keep its own act together and stay united in 
its policies towards Russia. 

As a credible partner the EU would be able to explore both 
short-term and longer-term options for security dialogue 
with Russia, including on some confidence and security 
building measures, prevention of military incidents, coop-
eration on Arctic issues and possibly on counter-terrorism 
and managing migration. In developing such policies the EU 
should continue to strive for close cooperation and dialogue 
with NATO and NATO partners.

Tony van der Togt is a Senior Research Fellow at 
the Clingendael Institute.
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Trump’s NATO criticisms 

On the budget, Trump was right. Most European NATO 
partners had not invested their agreed share for years on 
end. Rather, overall defense budgets in Europe had been 
shrinking because of complacency about Europe’s security, 
while since 2007 the financial and ensuing economic crisis 
made matters worse. Allies who, in the context of counter-
terrorism, participated in the various Afghanistan and Iraq 
operations, had been compelled to earmark a large part of 
their declining budgets for those activities. The resulting 
shortages in overall military maintenance became pain-
fully obvious during the Libyan campaign in the Summer of 
2011, when after even less than three months of fighting, 
European NATO partners had to turn to the United States’s 
arsenals for ammunition. The situation was exacerbated 
when, from 2014 onward, Russia changed its attitude toward 
the European Union and various other neighbors, by shed-
ding its compliant partner-role, displaying vindictive aspira-
tions for regaining her superpower status instead. NATO, and 
certainly its European members, had to consider its response 
to the Russian annexation of the Crimea and continuing 
Russian conflict-provoking mischief in Georgia, Ukraine and 
the Baltic area.4 Increasing awareness of dangerous backlogs 

NATO and the War 
on Terror

in military preparedness and the development of latent or 
not so latent conflicts on Europe’s eastern borders, com-
bined with a measure of economic recovery at home appar-
ently made the European NATO members rather amenable to 
responding to Donald Trump’s budgetary demands. 

On the matter of NATO and counterterrorism, Trump’s criti-
cisms were widely off target for a variety of reasons, as 
will be elaborated below. NATO had been sloppy in tackling 
terrorism, Trump opined, while this vital problem should 
have been the organization’s primary concern. During his 
campaign, the Republican candidate made it clear that 
the major purpose in his counterterrorism policies would 
be crushing ISIS, the Islamic State in Iraq and al Sham.5 
Pulverize ISIS and terrorism will bleed to death, he believed. 
NATO would remain obsolete if it did not partake in the 
crushing, he seemed to argue. Interestingly, Trump repeat-
edly proposed to cooperate closely with Russia in the fight 
against ISIS. Russia, of course, knows how to crush. While 
European NATO members had become increasingly distrust-
ful of Russia’s geopolitical intentions on their continent, 
and the American and Russian air forces during the Obama 
administration had come close to geopolitical skirmishes in 
the skies over Syria, the new American president obviously 

Marianne van Leeuwen

During his campaign for the American presidency, Republican candidate Donald Trump repeatedly 
characterized the North Atlantic Treaty Organization as ‘obsolete’.1 After his election in November 
of last year, he stuck to this view until NATO in February announced the opening, later this year, of a 
new intelligence and counterterrorism hub in Naples.2  In his criticisms of NATO, Trump emphasized 
three issues. One, many European partners were lagging seriously behind in replenishing their defense 
budgets to the notorious benchmark of 2% of GDP. 3  Two, NATO was slack in dealing with international 
jihadist terrorism. Three, the European allies’ fears of Russian aggression were misplaced. Even 
during his first visit to the new NATO headquarters on May 25, he did not publicly endorse Article 5 
of the NATO charter, the crux of the alliance. His endorsement may well be conditional on the proven 
willingness of members to pay up. 
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US President Donald Trump speaks at the NATO summit in May. How far will European NATO members go in supporting the presi-

dent’s trigger-happy approach to counterterrorism? (photo: Flickr/NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization)
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did not share such worries. Instead, he was soft-soaping his 
Russian counterpart, Vladimir Putin, as his brother-in-arms 
against jihadist terrorism.6

NATO members largely agree with President Trump on the 
fairness of burden-sharing and the importance of counterter-
rorism. Evidently, they also want the United States to remain 
committed to NATO. Still, major questions remain about rela-
tionships within the alliance. Now that they have promised at 
the Brussels summit to join the anti-ISIS campaign, how far 
will European NATO members go in supporting the president’s 
trigger-happy approach to counterterrorism? Will Donald 
Trump adjust his rosy views on the geopolitical ambitions of 
Russia? Will the European members claim their rights as equal 
partners to the US regarding decision-making in NATO?

This article presents some concerns underlying these ques-
tions.

NATO’s role in fighting terrorism

Donald Trump was wrong in his indiscriminate charge 
against NATO’s underrating counterterrorism issues. 
Immediately after the attacks of 11 September 2001, 

Canada and America’s European NATO partners showed 
their prompt willingness to support the US against radical 
Islamic terrorism by activating Article 5 of the NATO Treaty, 
invoking collective defense.7 To all intents and purposes, 
however, they were snubbed by Washington. The Bush 
administration quickly made it clear that, while it appreci-
ated collective NATO support, it did not want collective 
decision-making in warfighting against terrorism. It wanted 
to be in the lead. Yet, ever since President Bush proclaimed 
the ‘War on Terror’, varying European allies of the United 
States have participated in fighting at high levels of force 
in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria, both within and outside 
the NATO framework. They have also contributed to peace-
keeping and invested manpower and money into projects 
for training local military and police forces. Substantial 
numbers of European soldiers were wounded and have died 
serving alongside their American allies. At the same time, 
both in Europe and the United States, serious questions 
arose about the wisdom of this type of military approach.8 
The intentions might be right, it was argued, but the means 
were deficient or even vastly counterproductive.

Certainly, there were impressive gains. The hideouts and 
training facilities of a variety of jihadist groups were 
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obliterated. Many a leader of Al Qa’ida and other jihad-
ist terrorist groups was killed, which at least temporarily 
caused a weakening of their networks (jihadist leadership, 
however, unfortunately proved to be refillable). Air attacks 
by the Americans and their European allies in cooperation 
with Iraqi and Kurdish forces on the ground have forced Al 
Qa’ida’s most formidable jihadist competitor, ISIS, from large 
parts of the territory it had managed to occupy in 2013 
and 2014.9 It is expected that ISIS troops will be ousted 
from the remainder of their Caliphate within a year.10 Yet 
allied aims of bringing peace, stability and even democracy 
to the most afflicted countries (Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria) 
have by and large been confounded. Hard-fought gains 
often turned out to 
be fragile and in need 
of costly open-ended 
protection. It is quite 
uncertain, to say the 
least, whether the ar-
eas liberated from ISIS 
will become stable and 
flourishing anytime 
soon. Meanwhile, 
people living in the 
war zones have had to 
pay dearly. They had 
to deal with persistent violence and destruction and also 
political, economic and social disarray. They were caught 
between religious and tribal militias fighting each other 
after central governments broke down, and bore the brunt of 
attacks by jihadist groups. They were also hit by Russia’s at-
tacks against Syrian rebels and by the military campaigns of 
the United States and its allies against ISIS.11 NATO should 
consider the harrowing risk of inflicting ‘collateral damage’ 
quite seriously before deciding on its role in the alliance 
against ISIS.

It proved to be difficult for the allies to persevere in 
attempts to install and prop up responsible indigenous 
governments in Afghanistan and Iraq, and the results fell 
far short of initial hopes. It has, indeed, been argued that 
the War on Terror has been counterproductive because it 
contributed to state failure rather than stopping and revers-
ing it. State failure is rightly considered to be a boon for 
terrorist networks and other criminal organizations who 
want a safe-haven to plot and train without interference. 
Developments in Iraq, Syria and Libya, where jihadist groups 
and organized crime are flourishing after the assassina-
tion of Qaddafi and the ending of the ill-considered NATO 
intervention in 201112 are frequently put forward as cases in 
point. Apart from this, the effects of the War on Terror may, 

finally, be considered part of the explanation for the migra-
tion surge towards Europe.

It is undisputed that the flood of images of the War on 
Terror has made jihadism more rather than less attractive 
to susceptible minds globally. Jihadist networks, ISIS, Al 
Qa’ida and their offspring or competitors, became digitally 
savvy. Their horrendous narratives appealed to disgruntled 
young Islamic men and women in different parts of the 
world. The networks interacted with these converts using 
the rich possibilities of social media and the internet, ena-
bling them to join virtually and instructing them ideologi-
cally and practically. Since 2014, thousands of supporters 
have gone to Syria and Iraq to live in the Caliphate and 
to participate in the fight against its enemies, even as the 
local population often (but not always) came to abhor ISIS 
and resented the influx of foreign fighters. In the follow-
ing two years, as the fortunes of war gradually turned 
against ISIS, the number of jihad travellers went down and 
the number of returnees went up.13 Authorities in their 
countries of origin, notably in Europe, became worried for 
good reason that war-hardened returnees might bring their 
jihad back home with them. Since 201514, several European 
countries have been struck by terrorist attacks perpetrated 
or directed by such jihadi returnees. More attacks were 
perpetrated by home-grown terrorists who were ‘merely’ 
inspired by ISIS and proclaimed allegiance to ISIS’s leader 
Al Baghdadi from a distance. Their choice of arms was 
often unsophisticated, but the material and immaterial 
toll of their attacks was substantial, and the scare effect 
sizeable. Only a minority of the attackers had travelled to 
Europe in the throng of migrants, but still it remains true 
that some of them did, and this added to the sensitivity of 
the migration issue within and between member-states of 
the European Union.

In sum, contrary to President Trump’s opinion, many 
European NATO allies have in fact participated in counter-
ing terrorism at the highest level of military force since the 
beginning of the War on Terror. Questions must be asked, 
however, as to the judiciousness of that war and the ways 
in which it was fought. After the original provocation of 
‘nine-eleven’, the widely acknowledged casus belli, armed 
intervention has by and large failed so far to bring stability 
to the involved conflict zones, foremost Afghanistan, Iraq 
and Syria. It has, in contrast, fanned international terror-
ism, and Europe has been struck far more frequently than 
the US. All in all, the experiences gained from the War on 
Terror mainly plead against Trump’s preferred approach of 
‘crushing’ terrorism. Such experiences should be taken into 
account in future NATO decision-making. In the Trump era, 
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Four U.S. Navy F/A-18 Hornet aircraft fly over mountains during a mission in Afghanistan. It is undisputed that the flood of images of 

the War on Terror has made jihadism more rather than less attractive to susceptible minds globally  

(photo: U.S. Air Force/ Andy M. Kin)
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caution and full attention to counterproductive effects are 
urgently imperative for his European allies. 

NATO certainly can be an asset in the international struggle 
against terrorism. The organization has over the past fifteen 
years developed counterterrorism strategies that include 
a variety of potentially effective instruments at a lower 
level of military force, as well as diplomatic and politi-
cal approaches.15 The Military Concept for Defence against 
Terrorism adopted in 2012 rests on three pillars: awareness, 
capabilities and engagement. Awareness mainly concerns 
producing intelligence reports for NATO members, based on 
intelligence from national security and intelligence services. 
One topical area of attention is the threat potentially posed 
by the (re-)entry of battle-trained ISIS fighters into NATO 
territory. Obviously, this is a transnational issue for Europe. 
Civilian security services have stepped up their coopera-
tion correspondingly. The threat can also be interpreted as 
asking for collective defense, which is NATO’s remit. NATO is 
also tasked with sharing militarily relevant information with 
key outside actors, ‘when appropriate’. The effectiveness of 
the awareness pillar depends largely on the willingness of 
national services to share information through a multina-
tional channel. That willingness may be seriously reduced 

should various US authorities fail to shed their recklessly 
amateurish approach to confidentiality.16 

The second pillar is capabilities, meaning the availability of 
existing NATO expertise for counterterrorism purposes, for 
instance dismantling Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs), 
protecting vital infrastructure, dealing with Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) threats, and 
mobilizing Special Operation Commandos to intervene in 
complex attacks. The third pillar recognizes the relevance 
and indeed frequent pre-eminence of other international 
organizations involved in countering terrorism, which means 
that NATO’s role in fighting terrorism should as a rule be 
supportive rather than directing. NATO must coordinate 
with such international organizations.17 Above all, it should 
proceed from the premise that the final responsibility for 
preventing and repressing terrorism rests with non-military 
authorities, frequently at a national rather than interna-
tional level.

Conclusion

NATO is not obsolete. To the contrary, at no time since the 
late 1980s has it been easier to make the argument for 
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NATO’s continued relevance. President Trump’s inclination 
towards Vladimir Putin notwithstanding, from a European 
point of view NATO’s primary task is to counter the revived 
geopolitical ambitions of Russia expressed by frequent dem-
onstrations of her military assertiveness along her western 
borders (from the Arctic on down). NATO must therefore 
invest in improving its capabilities for collective defense — 
its traditional core business. Jihadist terrorism is a vicious 
transnational phenomenon and fighting terrorism can be 
interpreted as a matter for collective defense, provided 
the task is defined as mainly facilitating non-military lead 
organizations, with skill and prudence as guidelines. Mere 
‘crushing’ will aggravate rather than solve the problem.

Marianne van Leeuwen is an Emeritus Professor of 
transatlantic relations at the University of Amster-
dam.
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The VJTF: still needed?

It is fair to ask whether NATO still needs the Very High 
Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF) that was launched with 
much celebration and pomp back in 2014. On balance, NATO 
does need it, but the VJTF has proven both too small and 
reactive, and it is today just one piece in a larger puzzle of 
deterrence. 

The NATO summit in Warsaw resulted in a decision to deploy 
four Enhanced Forward Presence (EFP) battalion-size bat-
tlegroups to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland for so-
called continuous rotational deployment, meaning the EFP 
battlegroups will be on the ground continuously, even as 
troops rotate. The EFP was in fact a major corrective to the 
approach adopted less than two years earlier in Wales where 
the allied emphasis was on reaction. The shift to forward 
presence was born of the weak reaction capacities of the 
allies, who could not be sure to be able to penetrate the 
defense shield (anti-access, area denial) of Russia. Lacking 
both punch and speed, the allies had to move tripwire forces 
to the frontline in order to credibly introduce an element 
of risk in Russian calculations: any Russian offensive action 
would henceforth not encounter just local Estonian forces, 
for example, but a multinational NATO force, making the 

The future of NATO’s 
conventional 
deterrence1

triggering of NATO’s collective defense clause much more 
likely. 

Still, as with any credible deterrence posture, NATO has to 
make sure it knows what to do next, just as it must signal 
the kind of punishment it could inflict on Russia, all in 
order to deter. Moreover, to avoid a quick fallback to nuclear 
deterrence — which would be both politically controver-
sial in allied countries and fraught with its own deterrence 
problems — NATO must deliver a string of conventional 
forces that are deployable and fit for fight. This means the 
VJTF and the wider NATO Response Force (NRF) from which 
it emerges, and then the wider Follow-on Forces that form 
the bulk of national forces. It also means a plan for mobiliz-
ing and commanding them, as well as a focused approach to 
training them as a coherent force. None of this is easy for 
the NATO allies as the following cases illustrate.

Planning the use of force

A first issue concerns the challenge of integrating the full 
spectrum of forces — from EFP battlegroups over VJTF and 
NRF to Follow-on Forces — in a plan for deployment and 
use. Without a plan, forces cannot train for a purpose, and 
the deterrent capacity erodes. NATO has been split between 

Sten Rynning

To conventionally deter Russia in Eastern Europe is a tough business, as NATO is discovering. There 
is no magic wand — no one set of force that is the once-and-for-all answer — but rather a whole 
complex of force and command options to organize, train, and connect; political goals to clarify; and 
ultimately an alliance to invest in for today and tomorrow. President Trump’s visit to NATO in May 2017 
left no one in doubt of the importance of such political investments. This article will consider a number 
of key challenges involved in the stitching together of a coherent NATO conventional deterrence 
posture. It will also argue that investments in radical defense innovation are not merely nice to have 
but essential to future deterrence. The one sure conclusion is that conventional deterrence is grinding 
work that is best sustained by a vision of collective defense.
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ambitious Eastern allies that have sought standing plans 
with fixed targets up and down the force structure, and then 
allies that have been preoccupied mostly to the south and 
thus have sought looser contingency plans. The compromise 
has been Graduated Response Plans (GRP) of which there are 
several according to geography: there are plans for Northern 
Norway, the Baltic area, and so on, continuing through 
Romania, Bulgaria, and Turkey and into the Mediterranean. 
The compromise is also a layered approach to force mobili-
zation where plans for deploying the VJTF are quite specific, 
then broader and less detailed for the NRF, and then finally 
quite broad and lacking in detail for the Follow-on Forces. 

NATO’s compromise is to say that the Russian threat is not 
overwhelming: Russia might be tempted to severely test 
NATO at certain points, but only at the level of testing where 
reaction forces more or less suffice to maintain conventional 
deterrence. If NATO’s threat perception changes, if the threat 
worsens, NATO must in particular give more thought to the 
Follow-on Forces. This will mean plans for moving US army 
divisions to Europe; for how Britain and France — the two 
European allies with real divisional forces — can activate and 
deploy theirs; for getting Germany into the game of divisional 
warfare; and for the integration of smaller allies. 

Commanding forces

Another challenge is to adapt the command structure. The 
allies have agreed to a ‘functional assessment’ hereof, which 
in 2018 likely will transform into a larger command review. 
Eastern allies have wanted such a review to beef up NATO’s 
command structure, which, due to the NATO-Russia Founding 
Act of 1997, does not extend into the territories of eastern 
allies; southern allies have similarly wanted a beefed up 
command structure to run capacity building missions in 
North Africa and the Middle East; and diverse allies have 
asked whether the command structure should not be better 
able to deal with cyber threats on the one hand and region-
al contingencies on the other. In parallel, a fair number of 
Western allies have made clear that they have no intention 
of footing the bill for greater collective investments. 

For now the compromise is to review the whole issue. 
However, it seems clear that conventional deterrence requires 
at least three reforms: it should be clarified how the com-
mand structure can extend from Western territory to the 
eastern frontline where EFP and VJTF/NRF forces will oper-
ate; it should contain a cyber command option to anticipate 
cross-domain operations; and it should draw stability and 

Polish troops during an exercise for the VJTF (photo: Flickr/NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization) 
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capacity building under its operational remit, in part because 
of the southern flank, in part because stabilization is inherent 
to the eastern flank’s hybrid threats. Finally, the allies need to 
sort out the division of labor between the two strategic com-
mands in the force structure: operations and transformation. 
As it is, the transformation command (ACT) runs all NATO 
training and exercises as part of its remit to build tomorrow’s 
force, but with the Russia threat growing, the operations 
command (ACO) needs to employ training and exercises as 
part of the current deterrence posture. To paraphrase Winston 
Churchill, this small crisis of organizational authority inside 
the command structure should not go to waste but rather be 
exploited in the momentum for reform. 

Command structure reform will cost money: today, the com-
mand structure copes with the aforementioned GRPs only 
because allies reinforce the structure with voluntary national 
contributions. Wider reform cannot be dealt with ad hoc but 
should channel new resources into a modernized command 
structure.

Projecting stability

Finally there is the challenge of articulating NATO’s contri-
bution to political and societal stabilization. Such stabiliza-
tion became a core NATO task in Afghanistan (2003-2014), 
and it is not normally associated with deterrence. However, 
unrest in Ukraine and also Georgia — both of whom were 
offered a lofty promise of NATO membership back in 2008 
— changed perceptions hereof. As Russia in 2014 violated 
numerous principles of Europe’s security order by its actions 
in Ukraine, security assistance moved from being a tool of 
long-distance crisis management to being a central piece in 
the denial of Russian objectives. In short, stabilization be-
came a deterrence measure: today NATO runs five trust funds 
to advice, train, and capacity build Ukrainian authorities 
and ultimately deny Russia’s objective of destabilization. 

NATO allies tend to disagree on several issues. There is the 
classical division of labor between NATO and the EU, where 
some European allies tend to support first and foremost a role 
for the EU in ‘soft’ security matters. There is also a concern 
among southern allies that resources destined for southern 
stabilization now will be sucked up by eastern deterrence, 
just as there is a concern perhaps notably in Germany that 
any prominent role for NATO in stabilization matters tends to 
militarize the issue in an unhelpful way. On account of these 
different perspectives NATO’s role remains modest.

To bridge gaps and move the Alliance forward, NATO 
Secretary General Stoltenberg has invested considerable 

energy and prestige of his office in a new initiative labeled 
Projecting Stability. It is about anticipating unrest and con-
flict both east and south, in fact in any direction, and using 
partnerships and capacity building as a means to prevent 
conflict. It is a valiant ambition, and Projecting Stability is 
ingeniously designed to speak to all major allied concerns, 
but it remains hampered by the underlying disagreement 
over the extent to which stabilization should be a maiden of 
conventional deterrence or something else entirely.

Innovation for tomorrow’s deterrence

As the allies grapple with these current complexities of de-
terrence, they must also look to the future. The VJTF, which 
NATO presented as an organizational innovation, is in fact 
not about defense innovation. The VJTF builds on existing 
know-how: what it requires is political will and organiza-
tional muscle to finance high alert forces, train multination-
al forces, and run an operational ‘Schengen’ area in which 
NATO equipment can move swiftly from A to B. There may be 
real punch in all this, but it is not defense innovation.

Defense innovation is about the integration of revolution-
ary technologies (e.g. artificial intelligence) into new types 
of military organizations taught to fight in new ways. If 
anyone can master this complex of technology, organiza-
tion, and doctrine, then they merit the label innovative. It 

is a tall order, but 
this has been the 
main focus of US 
forces ever since 
they in around 2011 
began transition-
ing out of the major 
counter-insurgency 
campaigns in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. One 
piece of the innova-
tion drive got labeled 
“third offset strat-

egy”, but the effort is wider and bigger and built into all the 
US services and, naturally, it is about negating Russia, China 
or any other power’s attempt to deny US forces access to 
their geographical ‘near abroad.’ In short, defense innova-
tion is about conventional deterrence.

One NATO approach to this US-innovation drive could be to 
await the diffusion of US ideas to the main allies, Britain, 
France, and Germany, and then hope for a type of innova-
tion institutionalization in the force structure. While such 
diffusion unquestionably will be a major transmission belt 

Stabilization 

became a deterrence 

measure
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for US ideas, it should be complemented by a collective and 
willed NATO anticipation of the future. In the short term, 
NATO allies stand to gain exponential deterrence strength if 
they are able to integrate more effectively and seamlessly 
their national firepower systems into a collective ‘joint fires’ 
grid. ‘Joint fires’ is already on the agenda in NATO but action 
now requires real investments in critical surveillance and 
command and control capabilities on the one hand and the 
most effective combinations of weapons, ammunitions, and 
platforms on the other. In the longer term, robotics and au-
tomated warfare systems must be the next topic of strategic 
discussion. NATO Europe is bound to be short on military 
manpower, and Russia can amass manpower at its point of 
choosing, just as it can modernize its approach to warfare. 
Any future collective defense posture in NATO must there-
fore involve offsetting investments in automated systems of 
reconnaissance, fire, and logistics in support of fewer but 
highly trained forward-deployed troops. 

Conclusion

This article has laid bare some of the key challenges in build-
ing and maintaining a credible NATO conventional deterrence 
posture. It is not just about a spearhead force, as NATO en-

The VJTF builds on existing know-how: what it requires is political will and organizational muscle to run an operational  

‘Schengen’ area in which NATO equipment can move swiftly from A to B (photo: Flickr/Allied Joint Force Command Brunssum)

thusiastically came close to arguing in 2014. It is about the 
entire spectrum of forces and deployment plans, modernized 
command options, and complementary stabilization initia-
tives. Finally, it is also force innovation for tomorrow. 

There is plenty for NATO’s political masters to discuss and 
plenty of guidance to be issued to planners. It is thus fortu-
nate that the masters will meet for a NATO summit in 2018 
and again in 2019. They should be cognizant of the chal-
lenges laid bare in this article and then also the fact that 
the greatest deterrent of all is their unquestionable political 
cohesion. In every respect there is work to be done.

Professor Sten Rynning is Head of the Center for 
War Studies of the University of Southern Denmark.
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‘That will teach him.’ Europeans chuckled on social media 
after Macron’s firm handshake with Trump in Brussels. A 
statement that was strengthened only a few hours later 
when he ignored The Donald to show him that Europe isn’t 
all too happy with the self-proclaimed messiah of the new 
world, who (in my humble opinion) has a blind spot as big 
as a black hole.

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, not a day goes by that I’m not 
confronted with another diplomatic blunder by Trump. And I 
can’t help thinking that what we are dealing with is nothing 
more than a lost ball in the high weeds. The POTUS is the 
biggest bull that has ever wandered through the china shop. 

It seems, however, that Trump couldn’t care less. The narcis-
sistic leader surrounds himself with pets struggling for his 
attention. Trump doesn’t really seem to grasp the concept 
of politics, and in the way he bosses his cabinet members 
around, I doubt whether he understands business. 

Trump understands the simple things in life, one-liners that 
will fit in no more than 140 characters. For his simple mind 
business is business and in order to make America great 
again the ends justify the means. A deal’s a deal, and within 
NATO we all agreed to go Dutch, so it is fair to say we (es-
pecially the Dutch) have to keep our end of the bargain.

My curiosity about this kind of pragmatism came to a grind-
ing halt when he showed himself a true charlatan by taking 
the US out of the Paris Climate Agreement. ‘A very bad 
deal’, our raging bull stated, changing his opinion like the 
weather. 

‘Let’s make the world great again,’ Macron beat him to 
the draw, ‘climate change is real.’ A statement followed by 
Russia, Japan and China that even stated an intention to 
strive after a leading role in climate change. Even some 
states, like California, decided to commit to the climate 
agreement. 

It shows that Trump’s politics are causing cracks in the 
Western balance, and he’s gotten to a point where he 
makes me wonder. Does he really believe that this short-
term vision will make America great again? Does he really 
care about NATO, the UN or the balance of power? Does he 
understand what is happening? Does he realize that slowly 
but surely, the US is getting internally divided and isolated 
from the world?

With his lack of diplomacy, his opportunistic views and his 
quest for short-term success Trump is heading for disaster, 
putting America at risk of becoming a Third World country 
2.0. If he were man enough, he would realize that what a 
great America really needs is for him to resign. 

Niels Roelen

16 June 2017
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As noted in a recent piece in Foreign Policy1, Germany 
is creating a Bundeswehr-led network of European mini-
armies with key neighboring states: Romania’s 81st 
Mechanized Brigade will join the Bundeswehr’s Rapid 
Response Forces Division; the Czech Republic’s 4th Rapid 
Deployment Brigade will become part of the Germans’ 10th 
Armored Division; and the Netherlands has integrated its 
43rd Mechanized Brigade into Germany’s 1st Panzer Division, 
while its 11 Air Manoeuver has joined with Germany’s 
Rapid Response Forces. Underlying this approach is the 
Framework Nation Concept, which was instituted in 2013 
to address weaknesses within the Bundeswehr itself. 
But other states have instituted bilateral or minilateral 
(small-scale multilateral) forms of cooperation. There is 
also the UK’s Joint Expeditionary Force that includes the 
Baltic states, Sweden, and Finland. And these are joined 
by a series of initiatives between smaller states such as 
the Nordic Battle Group, the Dutch-Belgium naval coopera-
tion, and many others. In its white paper on defense, the 
European Commission foresees three scenarios on European 
defense cooperation, ranging from a minimal, to an inter-
mediate, to a more intensive type of cooperation, with no 
intention for this European cooperation to replace NATO. 
The toned-down realism signaled here would be strength-

Big plus small 
plus small 

ened by the bilateral and minilateral initiatives mentioned 
above. 

Uncertainty and the need for European 
military capabilities

Beyond the threats Europe faces from Russia and in the 
Middle East, the uncertainty of the future role of the US in 
Europe signaled by May 2017’s NATO summit underlined that 
Europe is in dire need of more effective military capabili-
ties. President Trump’s absence of an explicit commitment 
to Article V combined with his criticism of the European lack 
of defense spending, as well as his more overt attacks on 
Germany, clearly show the more transactional nature of his 
“America First” grand strategy. Chancellor Merkel’s near-
immediate response that Europe can no longer fully count 
on others and “Europeans must really take our destiny into 
our own hands” emphasized that transatlantic relations have 
returned to the fragility last seen in the bitter 2003 debates 
surrounding the invasion of Iraq. However, the tensions 
should not be entirely oversold or attributed to President 
Trump. American dissatisfaction with burden sharing has 
been a constant in transatlantic relations since the early 
Cold War. And President Obama undiplomatically referred 

The future of European 
defense integration
Paul van Hooft

In light of Europe’s current increased insecurity to threats to its East and South, as well as the 
uncertainty about the future role of the US in Europe, it is obvious that Europe needs more than 
increased defense spending, but also to translate these moderate increases into more actual 
capabilities. Only improved coordination and integration can achieve this, but top-down approaches are 
insufficient, given the disparity in political-strategic cultures and interests. The more realistic short-term 
solution is for major European states to act as cores with which smaller states integrate their armed 
forces. This will address both capability gaps and help in the building of a common political-strategic 
culture. However, here too, institutionalized political-strategic reflexes are holding back Germany, 
the UK, and France from effectively fulfilling these roles. Yet, few other options appear credible at the 
moment.
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A German Leopard tank. The Netherlands has integrated its 43rd Mechanized Brigade into Germany’s 1st Panzer Division. This kind of 

integration allows the Dutch to keep access to developments in armored warfare (photo: Wikimedia Commons) 
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to the Europeans as “free riders” in his 2016 interview 
in The Atlantic, while before, in 2011, then-Secretary of 
Defense Robert Gates publically admonished NATO members 
in Brussels. It must be acknowledged that, whatever the 
current nationalist backlash against internationalism in the 
US, structural pressures are eating away the American ability 
to be the preeminent power everywhere and all the time. 
European capability-building is therefore more than a signal 
of support for the US; it is an insurance policy for the pos-
sibility that the US turns away from Europe out of frustra-
tion, as Trump may yet still do, or if the US is too distracted 
to guarantee European security, which might happen if Asia 
becomes even more unstable (see the Korean peninsula in 
the short-term). 

However, it goes without saying that, despite statements 
and initiatives, in practice defense integration on the EU 
level (the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP); the 
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP); the Headline 
Goals; the Battlegroups; and so on) has not been very suc-
cessful. Integration at the EU level tends to be top-down, 
and top-down is too often watered-down. Fundamentally, 
despite the emergence of multiple threats and challenges, 
there is still no common, grand strategic vision in European 

capitals and parliaments. Agreement usually signals the 
lowest common denominator. Besides, many initiatives 
are institution-building rather than capability-building, in 
line with German preferences. The unwillingness to cre-
ate real capabilities and use them, led French policymak-
ers in the mid-2000s to become disenchanted with the 
ESDP/CSDP. In turn, Germany’s Framework Nation Concept 
was itself a response to the French drift away from ESDP/
CSDP. Fortunately, the mood in European states has shifted 
towards greater pragmatism, meaning more bottom-up bilat-
eral or minilateral initiatives. 

However, it is not clear how best to generate effective 
capabilities from the growing number of minilateral collabo-
rations of smaller states. In the endless parrying back and 
forth of percentages of military spending, it is easy to over-
look that, especially for smaller European states, amounts 
expressed in absolute numbers are low. Simple aggregation 
will therefore not quickly lead to greater actual capabilities. 
For example, based on SIPRI’s data for 2016, the combined 
defense spending of the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland, 
Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and the three Baltic states is 
about €35 million, which is still less than Germany’s €37 
million, let alone France’s and the UK’s more than €50 mil-
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lion. The problem is that combinations of small states do 
not create real economies of scale, nor much learning from 
interaction through training or operations.

Principle of integration

The most effective variant of minilateral defense integra-
tion and cooperation, in the short-term, is to combine the 
militaries of small states with major European states whose 
militaries have enough critical mass to multiply the effect of 
the cooperation. Small states can pursue cooperation in two 
ways: complementing the major state with niche capabilities 
or addressing gaps in the capabilities of the major state.

The first option, complementing with niche capabilities en-
tails that the small state specializes in capabilities that are 
specific but valuable. The benefit is that niche capabilities 
require less large-scale material investment on the part of 
the smaller state and that drawbacks in economies of scale 
apply to a lesser degree. Examples are the focus on cyber 
capabilities (Estonia) or on Patriot units (Netherlands). 

The second option, and more useful under current circum-
stances, entails that the small state adds to the capabilities 

of a major state, by adding volume to its possible gaps. 
Basic core capabilities (like armor or airpower) are in de-
mand in Europe, but small states lack the critical mass to do 
them well alone, largely because the relative costs of high-
end equipment have gone up exponentially. The advantage 
of integration and cooperation with a major state is that 
small states build on the economies of scale of the major 
state — in terms of equipment, logistics, and operational 
and doctrinal knowledge. Small states can continue to main-
tain their national knowledge base through integrated train-
ing exercises and operational experience. This ensures that a 
small state may still be able to possibly surge in volume of 
these capabilities, if needed. For example, the integration of 
the Dutch 43rd Mechanized Brigade allows the Dutch to keep 
access to developments in armored warfare, which otherwise 
they might have lost after the 2011 budget cuts to Dutch 
armor (that were reversed only recently).

There are plenty of caveats. This approach to integration 
still does not solve problems such as the lack of serious 
European airlift or refueling capabilities, though other mini-
lateral initiatives such as the 12-member Strategic Airlift 
Capability (SAC) go far there (though still dependent on the 
US). Nor does this type of integration address the question 

Substantial matters of grand strategy are not covered by the current ad hoc aggregation of capabilities, but right now any solution 

that addresses obvious gaps is sorely needed (photo: Flickr/Mark Bonica)
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of how to integrate European defense industries, which the 
European Commission paper underlines is a major obstacle 
to effective spending and integration. More importantly, 
there is always the temptation to use initiatives for intra-
European cooperation and integration as a virtue-signaling 
excuse to disguise another cost-cutting measure.

However, right now “big plus small plus small” is the most 
credible solution between the lofty goals of genuinely 
European armed forces and the lofty vision of a global strat-
egy, and doing nothing. It is arguably the most effective 
way to generate real capabilities in the short-term in the 
light of the currently projected moderate spending increases 
over the next decade. It also does not undermine NATO. 
There are three core states that can possibly play such a role 
in Europe: Germany, the UK, and France. Each has advan-
tages and disadvantages.

Germany

Germany is well-suited to play the role of a core major 
power. Integration of German units with those of smaller 
states makes use of Germany’s existing size, centrality, and 
infrastructure and logistics. The Framework Nation Concept 
(or a variation thereof) offers Germany a “soft” way on the 
path towards taking on greater political-military, and not 
only economic, responsibilities and leadership in Europe. 
And German defense spending is going up, however incre-
mentally, and has at least stopped its continual decline over 
the past decade and more. 

But optimism should be tempered. There are risks that this 
mode of integration of the armed forces of small states 
with the German military will not generate more effec-
tive military capabilities at the European level. The main 
obstacle is Germany’s political-strategic culture. German 
elites and public remain largely uncomfortable with thinking 
about the use of force: a Pew Research Center survey (the 
Spring 27 Global Attitudes Survey, published in May 2017) 
showed that only 40% of German citizens are willing to use 
force to aid a fellow NATO member. Such attitudes impede 
the effective political use of military capabilities, of which 
deterrence is the obvious example. Many of Europe’s smaller 
states are often as uncomfortable with force, though in dif-
ferent ways (though, for example, the same poll shows 72% 
of the Dutch public willing to act, the Netherlands has been 
reluctant in many other ways over the past decade, nor is its 
defense spending following suit). One suspects that small 
states consider it one of the benefits of cooperation with 
Germany; it is not likely to make great demands upon the 
smaller state. In those circumstances, how many effective 

capabilities will be generated, and how much learning will 
take place with the militaries of these smaller states? The 
very reason that Germany is well-suited to play this frame-
work nation role — the complementarity with the political-
strategic cultures of smaller states — is also a drawback.

United Kingdom

The UK is well-positioned to play the role of a core state. 
Like France, it is one of the two serious military powers 
within Europe, and as noted, it has already taken on such 
a role in the Baltics. However, Brexit both puts in doubt its 
ability to sustain spending and its future relation to Europe. 

So far, NATO remains central to the British outlook, and this 
type of minilateralism does not inherently contradict that 

commitment. And 
British policymakers 
are looking to parlay 
the UK’s security 
contribution into 
concessions in the 
Brexit talks. But the 
UK is now likelier 
to resist not only 
the integration of 
its own forces into 
larger and larger 
“European” frame-

works, but also those of other, smaller states. And that 
undermines the possibilities that these minilateral options 
could coagulate into something at a more ambitious scale at 
some point in the not-too-far future. 

France

France is very well-positioned to act as a core state around 
which small states can be grouped. Like the UK, it is one of 
the two serious military powers within Europe: it possesses 
a nuclear deterrent; it can project military force beyond its 
borders; fight in the high end of the conflict spectrum; its 
forces are regularly deployed and consequently experienced. 
Smaller states can therefore not only add their capabili-
ties to those of France, but also learn from cooperation. 
Moreover, after the French reintegration into the NATO struc-
tures in 2009, French practices are more in line with those 
of other Europeans. 

But there are some drawbacks to France playing this role 
as well. As noted in the Foreign Policy article, France is re-
luctant to play such a role. It tends to overlook the smaller 

Top-down is too 

often watered-down

Analysis
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powers, except for specific regional priorities, such as in the 
Mediterranean. The autonomous streak in France’s strategic 
thinking and its emphasis on status mean that France is 
primarily focused on its relations with the other major pow-
ers: the US, UK, and Germany. Over the past ten years, in 
the wake of Iraq, beginning with the Sarkozy presidency but 
continued by Hollande, France has worked hard to reinvigor-
ate bilateral ties with the US and the UK. This culminated in 
a close working relationship with the US on counterterrorism 
operations, even becoming, for a few years, the most valued 
partner of Washington in this field. Judging from the early 
signs of the Trump-Macron interactions, this seems more 
difficult to sustain. 

The 2010 Lancaster House treaties reinvigorated French-
British cooperation for a while, though it seems to have 
fizzled, and likely to be put under further strain by Brexit. 
Instead, President Macron again looks towards Germany. 
However, a renewed French-German motor for European 
security and defense cooperation — possibly based on the 
Eurocorps — does not mean increased French attention to 
smaller powers though. As a consequence, France is some-
what distrusted by potential small-state collaborators. Given 
its capabilities and experience, France underperforms as a 
leader in Europe. It is a missed opportunity, as it possesses 
the capabilities and experiences, and the European leanings. 
Moreover, France should actively seek out such a core role, 
if only to balance out German influence in Europe for the 
reasons mentioned above.

Real need, real opportunities, real difficulties

In sum, there are real opportunities to align smaller 
European states around the major three states to boost the 
actual effective military capabilities available for European 
security, whether by supplying niche capabilities or adding 
to the volume of basic capabilities. Arguably, this is the 
best available solution in light of the current insecurity in 
Europe, the problems with legitimacy of ambitious European 
projects, and the uncertainty about US intentions. But 
there are clear political hurdles to clear. In all three major 
European states that are suited to fill this kind of core role, 
enduring political-strategic cultures undermine those real 
opportunities for integration2, though in some cases, it is 
exactly those shared political-strategic cultures and inter-
ests that make bottom-up cooperation more feasible than 
more ambitious goals. Moreover, this type of bottom-up 
integration still skirts over questions of which capabilities 
Europe needs over the long-term, and does not adequately 
address the absence of strategic enablers, or how to start 
streamlining the various national defense industries. These 

are more substantial matters of grand strategy not covered 
by the ad hoc aggregation of capabilities. Be that as it may, 
those are questions for a later day, as right now any solution 
that addresses obvious gaps is sorely needed.

Paul van Hooft is a 2016-2018 Max Weber Fellow at 
the European University Institute (EUI), where he 
works on a project on the past and future role of 
Europe in American grand strategy. 
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1. Elisabeth Braw, ‘Germany is Quietly Building a European 
Army under its Command’, May 22, 2017, Foreign Policy.

2. Germany is still dealing with the legacy of its catastrop-
hic use of military force in the 20th century. Likewise, the 
British sense of exceptionalism vis-à-vis the continent that 
underpinned Brexit is deeply embedded through historical 
experience. Finally, though France often expects to play a 
leadership role in Europe, its own institutionalized Gaullist 
legacy that stresses strategic autonomy and great power 
status undermines its acceptance by others (for examples, 
see Van Hooft, the Future in the Past, unpublished disserta-
tion, book in progress).
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Military parade on the Champs-Élysées. Given its capabilities and experience, France underperforms as a leader in Europe (photo: 

French Ministry of Defence)
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Cyber operations have become a weapon of choice for many 
states in their pursuit of foreign policy goals. They offer the 
ability to steal information, support military operations and 
coerce their adversaries at comparatively low risk and low 
cost. Public attention is focused on the actors that con-
duct cyber operations or those that defend against them. 
However, as the threat of cyber conflict is increasingly 
intertwined with geopolitical competition and instability, 
cyber conflict has become a strategic issue that requires a 
comprehensive response by states. 

For the Netherlands, one of the most digitized and ICT-
dependent countries in the world, this threat has a poten-
tially broad reach. While Dutch ‘cyber readiness’ is generally 
high,1 and the Netherlands has significant defensive capa-
bilities, coercive cyber operations are one of the few threats 
that can significantly affect all three of the Netherlands’ 
stated international security interests.2

The ability to actually hold these essential security 
interests at risk through coercive cyber operations is 
largely limited to state actors, due to requirement of 
large investments of time, resources and personnel, as 
well as significant intelligence capabilities. An estimated 
30 states are developing significant offensive cyber pro-

The role of cyber 
diplomacy in Dutch 
security policy  

Long term and short 
term responses 
to coercive cyber 
operations 

Rutger van Marissing

grams, a number that is expected to grow significantly in 
the next decade. 

The ‘intention gap’ in coercive cyber 
operations

While state actors are engaging in increasing numbers of 
cyber operations, these are not used as an end in them-
selves, but as a tool to achieve an underlying tactical or 
strategic purpose. The use of this tool is generally governed 
by a cost-benefit analysis that is often opportunistic but 
nevertheless relatively rational. This leads to the central 
tenet of cyber diplomacy, which is that the calculations 
governing the decisions of state actors to use coercive cyber 
operations can theoretically be influenced by altering their 
perception of risk, response and reward. 

The current cyber threat landscape provides some opportuni-
ties for this. Given the almost limitless technical possibili-
ties, the relative disadvantages of defense in this domain 
and the total amount of cyber intrusions that already are 
taking place, the number of significant coercive use of cyber 
operations by states are relatively limited, at least for now. 
State actors could potentially have caused much more harm 
much more often, but they have so far placed their empha-

The period of relative stability and peace since the end of the Cold War seems to have been replaced 
by a more ambiguous, unpredictable security environment. An environment to which cyber operations 
are very well suited. The Stuxnet campaign, the ‘Sony hack’, the disruption of Ukrainian power 
stations, the cyber-enabled interference in the US and French presidential elections and the ‘Great 
Cannon’ DDoS attacks against Github and The New York Times are some examples of how cyber 
operations are increasingly used as ‘active measures’ in order to impose direct or indirect effects 
on an adversary outside of an armed conflict. This article describes the role of cyber diplomacy in 
this security policy environment of the Netherlands, its objectives, its instruments and some of the 
specific approaches applied to reduce the threat of cyber conflict and promote stability in ‘cybered’ 
international relations. 
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sis more on espionage than coercive purposes. In effect, 
there is a gap between potential and actual manifestations, 
which is to a significant degree determined by the intention 
of the attacker, rather than by factors under the defender’s 
control.

There are two sides to this coin. On the one hand this is 
reassuring, because there are usually good reasons for state 
actors to keep their activities below certain thresholds. 
On the other hand, this is concerning, because the inten-
tions of state actors are very volatile in the increasingly 
unpredictable and unstable strategic international security 
environment. Every crisis or flashpoint could alter their 
cost-benefit analysis. 

The purpose of cyber diplomacy

Cyber diplomacy is intended to influence state behavior in 
order to keep the ‘intention gap’ (see infographic) as wide 
as possible. Its overall objective is to promote both quan-
titative and qualitative self-restraint amongst the various 
actors in their calculations on the use of coercive cyber 
operations. Cyber diplomacy attempts to persuade actors 
to refrain from actively using this tool, but also tries to 
persuade them to limit possible operations to the lower end 
of the spectrum of intensity and impact when efforts at 
restraint fail.3 

Cyber diplomacy is being developed as part of a compre-
hensive response against advanced cyber threats, though it 
remains a relatively modest investment, compared to the in-
vestments required for maintaining adequate levels of defen-
sive and offensive cyber capability. The Netherlands’ efforts 
in cyber diplomacy can be divided into long term and short 
term approaches. These two approaches broadly correspond 
with two of the four variations of deterrence and dissuasion 
that Professor Joseph Nye has identified as being relevant 
for the cyber domain: the establishment of deterrence-by-
taboo and deterrence-by-cost-imposition.4 The other two, 
deterrence-by-denial and deterrence-by-entanglement, can 
be said to be objectives of Dutch cyber diplomacy in gen-
eral,5 but are not specifically described here. 

Objective 1. Promote stability and the 
development of the international legal order in 
the long term

In the longer term, the goal of cyber diplomacy is to influ-
ence state behavior by promoting the development of an 
international normative framework that regulates cyber 
operations between states. Given the fundamental dual 

use characteristics of cyber capabilities, these arms control 
efforts are directed at usage, rather than the production or 
proliferation of cyber capabilities. Over time these efforts 
can contribute to raising the political, moral and legal 
costs of engaging in illegitimate coercive cyber operations. 
Eventually, a form of deterrence-by-taboo might slowly 
develop, perhaps similar to the, admittedly imperfect, 
experience of arms control processes of nuclear, biological 
and chemical. The latter two cases even overcame somewhat 
similar challenges regarding attribution and verification as 
exist in the cyber domain. 

With regards to usage, the Netherlands firmly believes that 
existing international law is largely adequate and sufficient 
to regulate cyber operations. A new treaty on ‘cyber weap-
ons’ is not necessary and compliance would not be easier to 

verify than existing 
rules. The prohibi-
tions on the use of 
force, on interven-
tion in the internal 
affairs of another 
state and on violat-
ing the sovereignty 
of another state to-
gether already cover 
most of the coercive 
cyber operations that 
are of concern. Only 

where there are gaps or cyber-specific needs, can additional 
non-binding, voluntary norms of responsible state behavior 
be considered. Confidence and transparency-building meas-
ures are also necessary to support this process. 

This approach represents the extension of the constitutional 
obligation of the Netherlands to promote the development 
of the international legal order. Despite the Netherlands’ 
high degree of cyber readiness, the dependency on rules-
based stability over ‘might makes right’ remains relevant for 
a small ICT-dependent country. As a non-threatening actor 
with a tradition of honest brokerage, the Netherlands might 
be well positioned to exert a positive influence in this field. 
Among other initiatives, the Netherlands is a member of the 
UN negotiating forum in this field,6 has been at the fore-
front of the development of confidence-building measures 
at the OSCE, organized the Global Conference on Cyberspace 
2015, launched the Global Commission on the Stability 
of Cyberspace in 2017 and promoted the Hague Process 
of state consultations on the Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the 
International Law Applicable to Cyber Operations. All of these 
initiatives are designed to facilitate more discussion, raise 

An estimated 30 

states are developing 

significant offensive 

cyber programs
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new ideas and promote common understandings to enhance 
stability in this security domain. 

Finally, as more and more states develop offensive cyber 
capability in response to the perceived threat posed by the 
growing capabilities of other states, a ‘cybered’ security 
dilemma is emerging. This can create an escalatory dynamic, 
including the risk of a possible cyber arms race, that may be 
hard to escape in the short term. However, normative efforts 
for negotiated deterrence-by-taboo may be the only possible 
structural solution to maintaining stability under the cyber 
security dilemma in the long term.

Objective 2. Prevent, deter and retaliate 
against coercive cyber operations in the short 
term

Unfortunately, such normative efforts may take some time 
to take effect and provide little security guarantees in the 
short term. Even if it does not immediately changes the 
cost-benefit analysis of states, though, a normative frame-
work does provide the benchmark against which transgres-
sions are measured and provides legitimacy for any response 
to counter these transgressions. 

Nevertheless, it is increasingly clear that a broader set of 
response options might be necessary for when such a serious 
violation of established rules and norms occurs. Otherwise, 
the Netherlands and its allies may be left with the scenario 
that the UK’s Chancellor Philip Hammond laid out in 2016: 
“the impossible choice of turning the other cheek and 
ignoring the devastating consequences, or resorting to a 
military response.”7 A broader set of rungs on the escalation 
ladder might be able to provide a more tailored response to 
coercive cyber operations. While a same-domain response 
through an offensive (counter) cyber operation may be 
lawful and proportionate in certain circumstances, a cross-
domain response via diplomatic action may also be effective 
and less prone to add to escalation. 

As a form of deterrence-by-cost-imposition, therefore, the 
full set of diplomatic instruments could be used to put 
political pressure on an adversary. From making condemning 
statements, summoning a foreign ambassador, declaring for-
eign diplomats persona-non-grata, to imposing sanctions on 
responsible entities. Cyber diplomacy may also be used to 
request political and technical support from allies and third 
countries when responding to a cyber incident. Depending 
on the circumstances, cyber diplomacy can be used both 
publicly and behind the scenes. Technical, legal and politi-
cal attribution remains challenging, but is by no means 

insurmountable. Diplomatic measures can be undertaken 
either holding an adversary directly responsible or in a more 
indirect manner, though, for instance by merely asking for 
assistance in mitigating activity that is emanating from an 
adversary’s territory. That way the adversary is notified that 
his involvement is visible, but given the opportunity to 
cease the coercive cyber operation without having to admit 
wrongdoing and without loss of face. Finally, a diplomatic 
response may be useful both vis-à-vis a single incident or 
against a longer running cyber campaign by an adversary. 
The successful US efforts against Chinese cyber-enabled 
commercial espionage may provide the best example of such 
an approach thus far. 

Objective 3. Coordinate and complement 
national efforts with NATO and the EU 

The third objective of Dutch cyber diplomacy is to ensure 
that national diplomatic efforts are coordinated with and 
complemented by NATO and EU efforts. Despite punching 
above its weight in this domain, the Netherlands can signifi-
cantly enhance its impact by working through existing and 
new alliances. In the long term, the extension of a ‘cyber 
umbrella’ of deterrence by EU and NATO could be a central 
goal of the Netherlands. 

The ‘Cyber Diplomacy Toolbox’ which the EU has recently 
adopted is an important step towards a stronger and more 

coordinated European 
approach. This initia-
tive was introduced 
by the Netherlands 
during its 2016 
Presidency of the 
European Council. It 
provides an inventory 
of possible diplo-
matic responses that 
the EU institutions 
and Member States 
could undertake in 

response to a coercive cyber operation, for instance through 
action of the High Representative or the use of ‘restrictive 
measures’ (i.e. EU sanctions).8 

Conclusion 

Fortunately, coercive cyber operations are still relatively 
rare. Whilst a growing number of the Netherlands’ allies 
have suffered such incidents, the Netherlands itself has not 
yet had to significantly test its comprehensive strategic 
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response mechanisms against a state actor. Yet, given its 
unparalleled dependency on stability in the cyber domain, 
the concerning trends in the strategic security environment, 
the growing number of states’ offensive cyber programs and 
the limitations of cyber defense, it is paramount that the 
Netherlands develops the instruments that aim to influence 
the adversary’s behavior directly. Both in the long term, the 
short term, and with its allies. 

Rutger van Marissing is a Senior Policy Officer at 
the International Cyber Policy Department of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands.
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Perspectives and demands

The title already contains at least two problematic concepts: 
The West and Transatlantic Bargain. To begin with the second 
concept, the transatlantic bargain consists of at least two 
components. First, after 1945, the US promised economic sup-
port to Western Europe, provided that Western Europeans would 
effectively use this assistance. The second element was a US 
security guarantee to Western Europe, provided Western Europe 
itself contributed to the defense against the Soviet Union.

The economic reconstruction ran relatively smoothly, 
although the US was constantly forced to bring pressure 
on the European countries to work together. With the 
defense issue things went less smoothly. First of all, there 
was the German question. Rearmament was not a popular 
idea, so soon after the war. The failure of the European 
Defense Community (EDC, 1954) made the rearmament of 
West Germans within NATO inevitable. The French had to 
come around to accept this. Sloan explains in detail how 
the bargain developed at the time. A perpetual issue in 
the discussion about the bargain involves burden sharing, 
the fair sharing of the costs of defense between America 
and Europe. From the outset, this has been a controversial 
subject, especially because of the modest pressure that the 

Transatlantic 
bargain and 
European weakness

US must bring to bear to get the Europeans to take their 
commitments seriously.

In ten major chapters, rich in historical sources, Sloan unfolds 
his thesis on the transatlantic bargain. He leaves no doubt 
that the bargain is threatened by both external factors (Russia, 
IS) as well as internal weaknesses of the EU. He quotes Roger 
Cohen, who claims that the EU has no strategy for Russia. 
Sloan ends his book with a view on the West. He states that, 
despite the major upheavals that have taken place in interna-
tional relations since 1989, the West — an amorphous concept 
— has to confront the main problem, the Russian attempt to 
create a buffer zone between Russia and the democratic Central 
European countries. Ultimately, Sloan argues, drawing on David 
Yost, the alliance has to constantly perform a balancing act 
between the three main roles of NATO (collective defense, crisis 
management, and cooperative security) and the perspectives 
and demands of individual members.

Somber image

Sloan identifies the internal weaknesses of the European 
continent, but does not go as far as the American historian/
journalist James Kirchick, who outlines a downright somber 
picture in his study of contemporary Europe. Anno 2017, no 

Bram Boxhoorn

For many decades, Stanley Sloan has analyzed and commented on transatlantic relations. He is one of 
the leading scholars in this field with an impressive number of publications to his name (aside: rarely 
as co-author). He has added a new publication, a revised and expanded edition of his previous work.
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COLOPHON

American president on a white horse is going to ride to the 
help of the Europeans. The Europeans have to put things in 
order themselves, but the chances of that happening are not 
very good, he says.

In eight chapters (each covering an EU member state), he 
presents a gloomy picture: he foresees increasing economic 
stagnation, less democracy, disintegration (Brexit) and an 
existential threat posed by extremists. No one can seriously 
now believe in the strong optimism about Europe of, among 
others, Charles Kupchan, Jeremy Rifkin and Mark Leonard. 
The idea of Europe, derived from Stefan Zweig’s view on the 
subject — the trust in universal, humanistic values — is 
fading. Havel and Kohl are forgotten.

The chapter on the most important European country, 
Germany, may be illustrative of the state of the continent. 
Although Merkel continues to champion the familiar post-
war historical certainties, the author believes that it is 
difficult for her — let alone without her political leadership 
— to confront Russian policies to drive a wedge between 
Europeans and the United States. In Germany Kirchik sees 
a lot of signs in that direction. The fact that the German 
government systematically speaks about ‘responsibility’ 
rather than ‘interests’ can still be explained by histori-
cal circumstances. But Schröderism, named after former 
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder, who joined a Russian consor-
tium led by Gazprom shortly after his retirement, accounts 

for two things that Kirchick finds symptomatic of today’s 
left-wing (SPD and Greens) Germany: economic nationalism 
and strategic neutrality. There is a German blind spot, if not 
obsession, with the term peace, which is experienced un-
conditionally. Westbindung, the attachment to the Western 
alliance is at risk of falling away, the author fears.

There are still possibilities, however, according to Kirchick. 
Eventually, in line with Charles de Gaulle’s views (l’Europe 
des patries), an EU must take the lead. Neither ‘more Europe’ 
nor the return of the nation state will be the answer to to-
day’s crises. The first leads to more bureaucracy, the second 
is historically contaminated. Only European cooperation that 
is anchored in the values deriving from the Enlightenment 
can safeguard the European experiment and thus the 
European continent.

Bram Boxhoorn is the Director of the Netherlands 
Atlantic Association.

Would you like to react?  
Mail the editor: redactie@atlcom.nl.
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DEFENSE OF THE WEST

S T A N L E Y  R .  S L O A N

NATO, ThE EuROpEAN uNiON ANd ThE TRANSATLANTic bARgAiN

To buy this book visit www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk
or buy from our preferred booksellers:

‘America’s NATO allies are vital for her twenty first-century political and military goals. Sloan’s comprehensive study 
provides rich history, international context, and astute perspectives with which to consider what NATO is today and 
how it may develop next - all necessary and timely for the US electorate and US President in NATO’s sixth decade and 
beyond. This book will inform and stimulate your understanding of both a successful and challenged NATO alliance.’

Lawrence Chalmer, Former Director of the NATO Orientation Course and Professor Emeritus, National Defense 
University, Washington, D.C.

‘Few people understand NATO better than Stan Sloan. Defense of the West provides a uniquely authoritative account 
of the alliance’s history and the many challenges it must address if it is going to continue to contribute to our 
collective security.’ 

Sir Lawrence Freedman, Emeritus Professor of War Studies, King’s College London
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